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EVANGELICAL VISITOR

'He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life; and he that believeth not the Son shall not see life; but the wrath of God
abideth on him.''

Volume XXXV

EDITORIAL

NAPPANEE, IND., JANUARY 16, 1922

Chimes. We were on the streets of
a city recently, in which there is a
large cathedral, when suddenly the
chimes began ringing. The music
was beautiful and we listened until
it ceased. As we went on our way,
our thoughts were drawn toward the
masses who are attracted merely by
these outward semblances of worship,
who after listening to the best that
man can produce must eventually
turn away with the same old aching
void in their hearts, unless Jesus has
set up the joy bells of heaven in the
little cathedral of their souls.
The music produced by these bells
when properly struck, is nothing
short of marvelous and when God
has set the chimes of heaven ringing in the soul and strikes them with
the hammer of divine love the music
is wonderful indeed. It may cause
one of those wonderful, spiritual
paradoxes of joy and sorrow at one
and the same moment. As Paul wrote
"Rejoicing with them that do rejoice and weeping with those that
weep."
To the worldling there is no music in this, but to God's child there is
the sweetest music because there is
divine harmony and eternal peace.

The Word of God in Scripture is
likened unto fire, water, sword, hammer, etc. It is not unfrequent that
men are heard to pray that God'?
Word like a hammer may break up
the flinty heart and secure an opening
for the sowing of good seed.
The best hammering we have seen
done was accomplished while the operators were on their knees. Not
long since while passing thru a large
city we came to a corner where there
was a grade and the weather conditions having covered the streets with
ice, walking at this particular spot
was extremely hazardous. But the
otherwise slippery place was being
made safe. A man with a two-edged
steel mallet was breaking the crust of
the hard flint-like cement and making
it rough to hold the feet of passersby.
He did all his work on his knees, he
always struck with two hands, unless he was merely retouching. The
only time he wasn't on his knees was
when he rested. The many square
feet to be treated looked like an imContrasts. It is not unfrenquent
possible job, but little by little, inch that Scripture brings to the front the
by inch he was accomplishing his greatest possible contrasts. Right
task, of course he had to strike the along side of the greatest fact we
same place twice sometimes and oc- often see the deepest unbelief, and
right by the greatest wealth the most
casionally the fire flew, but this did
pitiable cases of poverty. These connot seem to affect him in the least, it trasts contain deep spiritual lessons
seemed he was only concerned with and we do well to assimulate them in
the problem of keeping the hammer our own hearts and lives.
going and directing its blows. Yes,
May we look at the contrast in the
the, wind was cold, and people nearly case of Dives and Lazarus. Dives,
ran over him, but the last we saw of with his magnificent palace had delihim he was still pounding away—on cious banquets, "fared sumptuously
every day" and clothed himself in
his knees.
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"purple and fine linen" but his soul
was neglected. Lazarus had no palace
no purple or fine linen, and no feast,
but lay in a poor dejected heap by the
gates where the dogs were perhaps
chained, waiting patiently for some
stray crumb of bread that might per
chance fall his way. There was nothing in his appearance that would excite anything but pity or contempt
from the careless throng that passed,
but underneath that tattered, rough,
impoverished exterior beat a heart
that had true faith, in the living God;
a regenerated soul.
Today—Tomorrow
Lazarus was a pauper today and a
millionaire tomorrow. His wealth was
indestructable
and
incorruptible,
abiding forever. On the other hand
Dives was reveling in wealth today,
perhaps a millionaire, and far worse
than a pauper toworrow. His wealth
was like the morning dew before the
rising sun, its duration short, and his
poverty eternal.
That Memorable Night.
How suddenly changes come. In the
evening no doubt Dives was perhaps
preparing for the greatest banquet of
his life. The servants had set the
great palace aglow with many, many
candles, and in every room the fire
on the hearth gave the atmosphere
a genial warmth which, mingled with
the scent of delicious food and the
sound of music and jubilant voices,
made the palace seem like a veritable
paradise. Dives was at his best, his
guests were never more distinguished
and the food and wine far beyond his
expectation. Again and again the
plates were filled and wine glasses accordingly; far into the night the
feasting and revelry continued; until
finally Dives clothed with his best,
(Continued on page 8)
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THE ALL-SUFFICIENT CHRIST.
C. B. Eavey
The Comforting Christ!.
"Let not your heart be troubled:
ye believe in God, believe also in
me" John 14.1. These few words' are
those with which Jesus begins His
last talk to His disciples. In this talk.
He gives the most complete revelation of Himself and the Father's love
that He ever gave His disciples in
words. His sufficiency for them and
for all believers is emphasized in
many and various ways as He tells
them of the Holy Ghost, peace, the
true vine, sorrow that shall become
gladness, etc. closing finally by pouring out His heart in earnest prayer
for all who shall believe on His name.
The keynote of the entire discourse
is comfort. The disciples were sorrowful because Jesus was going away
from them and He endeavors to comfort their hearts by telling them of
the mansions that He is going away
to prepare for them saying that He
wii1 come again to receive them unto Himself. Thomas and Philip ask
questions which cause Him to explain more fully the relationship of
Himself and the Father to them.
This relationship of Father. Son and
believers is so close chat if the believers ask anything of the Father
in the name of the Son. it shall be
gnn-.ted. (verse 13) And the Son will
pray the Father who, in answer, will
g:ve the believers an ther Comforter to abide with them forever (verse
16.) This other Comforter will teach
them all things, and bring to their
remembrance all things that Jesus
hpd said to them during His oo.ipurri
among them (verse 26.) And in
Chapter 16:7, Fie tells them that
H'.s going away is expedient because,
if He does not go. the Comfort IT will
nci come. Favlhw on in the same
chap, (verse 23), he tells them that
"whatsoever ye shall ask the Father
in my name, he will give it you."
Truly, the sufficiency of Christ to
give comfort to troubled hearts is
manifest in these words glowing with
the fire of eternal love. For what
greater comfort can come to a hur'an
being than that which comes thru
the knowledge of the fact that an
everlasting abode is being prepared
i:<

:
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for him? While comfort of this kind
is fundamentally important, the satisfaction derived from it will certainly' be enhanced if it is known also
that One who is dearer than life itself
is coming to receive the believer unto Himself. And, if, in addition,
there be such a relationship existing
between the Father and the believer
as will make it possible for the latter
to realize to the fullest extent the
power of the former, then so much
greater will be the degree of comfort
especially when He gives a Comforter
to abide with the believer forever.
"Oh, that men would praise the Lord
for His goodness and for His wonderful works to the children of men!"
Man needs the comfort that comes
through knowledge of the existence
of a mansion beyond the skies. Created with longings and desires that
time and the things of sense cannot
satisfy, he reaches out to eternal
things for satisfaction No matter
how well he is situated in time,
no matter what he has to enjoy,
he always feels an
unsatisfied
yearning for assurance of Jife
after the death of the body. Since
his soul is a never-dying soul, he
mourns if he does not have eternal
life in heaven as a conscious possession, for every human being that is
normal realizes that he is to live in
some realm after leaving the stage
of action in this world.
But what hope of eternal life in
heaven can any man have without
Christ? Absolutely none, for out of
Him, man is so corrupt, so conscious
of sin and he realizes so keenly his
uncleanliness that he knows he is not
a fit subject for existence in a holy
and pure heaven. It is true that men
can and do prop themselves up with
vain delusions and false hopes; they
attempt to gain access to heaven by
doing good works, by following
"teachers, having itching ears," by
giving heed to thieves and robbers instead of the good Shepherd who gave
His life for them. But with all that
they can do, there yet remains a degree of mourning for a glory that departed when Adam transgressed the
one command of God, thus bringing
sentence of eternal death upon all
men.
To every human being thus bound
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by the chains or si a, mourning because of the fact that he is languishing in a prison fr,>m which he cannot • possibly escape by any act of
bis own, comes a me sage of hope,
a message of comfort, for the office of
Christ is "to comfort all that mourn;
to appoint unto them that mourn in
Zion, to give unto them beauty for
ashes, the oil of joy for mourning,
the garment of praise for the spirit
of heaviness; that they might be called trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord." Isaiah 61:2, 3. Thus
is manifest the sufficiency of Christ
to comfort not only by giving know"<ed<Xf; of an eternal ;t! ode but also by
making man fit to abide in the place
prepared for him .
But man would be a poor being if
the work of Christ stopped at this
point. He "is bo n unto trouble, as
the sparks fly upward" Job 5:7, and
so he needs an all-sufficient Christ to
help him along the way from the
cross-taking time until the crown-receiving time. This world is not a
friend to grace to help him on to God.
He meets temptations, his faith is
often tested, loved ones die, friends
prove unfaithful, and selfishness and
sin do their best to turn him from the
path to glory. He must struggle
against the flesh, the world and the
devil.
However, Christ is sufficient for
each and every obstacle to spiritual
progress that man can meet. He can
sympathize with and comfort man in
what the latter meets because of being in the flesh because He learned
"obedience by the things which he
suffered," (Heb. 5:8), when in the
flesh. And He can comfort man in
his meeting the world with the statement, "In the world ye shall have
tribulation, but be of good cheer; I
have overcome the world. John 16:
33. Furthermore, when man meets
the devil, he can derive great comfort
from the fact that Christ overcame
him; therefore his power is crippled
and he can have no dominion over
the one who trusts in the work of
Christ.
To every soul there comes crises.
Life cannot be lived in an absolutely
even tenor; during certain periods
we meet nothing of great importance
to our lives, but, during other periods,
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issues of eternal meaning confront
us. The way in which a soul meets
these issues determines its welfare
in time and in eternity. And every
soul must meet these issues, must
pass through its crises, alone so far
as human aid is concerned. Even
though friends and loved ones may
endeavor to help, the soul, in the final
analysis, must stand alone, humanly
speaking. Satisfactory comfort cannot come from any earthly source
whatever. Just as Jesus, soon after
speaking these last words, went apart
from those who were His friends to
meet in the garden what was perhaps the greatest crisis of His earthly life; so each of us is called upon
to go a little farther than any human being can go in company with
us when a crisis comes.
It is at such times that the sufficiency of Christ to comfort and aid is
most manifest. He is to the believer
what no loved one, no friend, no
church, no anything else can be. He
is a friend that sticketh closer than a
brother. No circumstance of time,
place, or condition can hinder1 Him in
His work of comfort; yea, the worse
the circumstances, the more severe
the crisis, the better can He comfort
if the soul will only seek a refuge
in His everlasting arms. Just when
the believer needs Him most, He is
near to comfort and cheer.
THE TEST OF CHARACTER.
By A. C. Rosenberger
T o r I am become like a bottle in
the smoke, yet do I not forget thy
:tes~ (Psalms 119-83.)
The authorship of this Psalm is
some what obscure, some ascribe it
to David before his accession to the
flringdom -while in exile and peril,
others imagine it to be of late date.
The "Holy Spirit" being the author
of all Scripture it matters little who
the penman was but it shows a condition of some one driven to his extremity.
In all ages men of strong character, mental, physical or political
have risen and by the force of that
character have placed their names
on the pages of history and become
the pride of their own and of future
generations.
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In our text the Holy Spirit shows
some one under a spiritual test, the
issues are the enemies on one side
and the law on the other.
In intensity it was such that "My
soul fainteth, mine eyes fail," no figures could convey more powerfully
the Psalmists extremity.
When
man's comfort is gone and dimness
covers his sight and when his heart
sinks within him his case is extreme
indeed.
In duration, "I am become like a
bottle in the smoke." Bottles were
made from the skins of animals and
so long had the Psalmist been afflicted that his heart was dried and
wrinkled as wineskin in the smoke
reduced from a natural to an unnatural, from a useful to a useless
condition.
The cause. "The proud have digged pits for me which are not according to thy law" (verse 85.) In
all his suffering the Psalmist was
aware that his condition was brot
about by influences outside of the
Law a very vital thing to know in
suffering, for "If ye be buffeted for
your faults, what is it?"
The result. "Yet have I not forgotten thy statutes." Often surveying the situation, both cause and effect, the Psalmist locates himself by
the Law for "miles? thy law had
been my delight I should have perished" (verse 92). This is the divine provision for God's ueople under a test "Examine yourself if ye
be in the faith" and if so the law
will sustain you. *he rest brings out
your true character.
Reputation is what people say
you are, conduct is what you do, but
character is what you are, so if under persecution the law is your
court of appeal, embrace it, let your
grip upon God be such that you will
not forget his statutes.
There is an inner place with God
that outside conditions ran not touch
if your character is strong enough to
stand alone. You are not responsible
for unlawful conditions but you are
responsible how you get under them,
if you cannot change them withdraw,
for every time you stifle the voice of
the "Law" you weaken your powers
of resistance for the next test.
It is true that the enemies of the
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"Law" either ignorantly or wilfully, have reduced many valuable men
and women to a condition of uselessness unjustly so, but that does not
change the "Law". The "Law" provides an equal standard for all people, but because some have misconstructed or wilfully abused it does
not give license to do the same.
A young student of medicine anxious to make a success soon becomes
convinced that most of the ills of
the human family come because of
incorrect living. Finally he receives
his diploma and he tells his parents,
eat less and more wholesome food,
do not dance, retire earlier and so
on, but he soon finds that his parents have changed doctors and soon
no new ones come, so he concludes
the only way to do business is to
look wise and say nothing. How
many spiritual doctors are doing the
same. Stand for the divine law
among professing Christians and
you are soon set at naught, but
which is the better to be set aside
for the gospel or to close your eyes
to the truth and follow the course
of apostate Christendom?
Alas!
many otherwise good men have fallen under this test. Will your character stand the strain? and then
the wire pulling and political machinery in Christendom with the
double standard of justice; for a
favorite the law means one thing
for an unpopular one, the opposite,
the taking of abstract scriptures out
of their setting to bolster up some
pet scheme; the self-sufficient, selfconscious, and self-centered holiness
without any noticeable
practical
side, are all tests which your character must sustain in order to be a
champion of the "Law." Which side
are you on? Will you side with the
crowd or stand and become a bottle
in the smoke for the Gospel's sake?
But why must some be more severely tried than others? Many of
God's people have not learned the
difference between God's permissive
will and his decreed will. This is
man's day. The affairs of the world
are given into his hands and God
permits some of His people to be
more severely tested than others, because He knows they will stand the
test. Thus Job and Daniel with His
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comrades were more severely tried
because they were men of strong
character and suffered for the glory
of God. So hundreds of reformers
and early Christians sealed their
testimony with their life's blood as
an object lesson for future generations. Many men and women more
noble than the average of today
languished and starved in prison
for the Gospel's sake and our pattern. Many of the nominal Christians of today have not character
enough to stand punishment for
their misdeeds and fall by the wayside. The question is not so much
why some must suffer more than
others, but what are we suffering for.
Does the "Law" locate us innocent
or guilty? It is true that much suffering comes from such of whom we
have a right to expect 'better things,
but if God permits it because of the
hardness of their hearts the divine
"Law" is our judge. "Many that are
first shall be last" the "God-man"
has said] it.
>
By observing conditions the writer has noticed men of unlawful methods degenerating until they do not
uphold the law, but the nominal
church is holding them.
Tunnels you know are not built on
sidings, but on the main lines and
are designed to lead somewhere, on
to other fields where flowers bloom
and the sun shines again.
Many nominal Christians are always on the winning side because
they have the law on a sliding basis and shift it to suit the issue. That
is good politics, but poor character.
True character is measured by
holding to the law in adversity. The
"Law" if it means dishonor, shame
or abuse, it may mean withdrawing
in principle and practice from your
brethren, but the law must stand it
is fixed as the heavens, and he who
anchors his soul therein shall not be
ashamed in the day of rewards.
The law holds, sustains, fixes,
gives stability and vitality so that
the soul bounds forth and fellowships
with the words of Psalms 26:1.
"Judge me oh, Lord for I have walked in mine integrity, I have trusted
in the Lord therefore I shall not
slide."
Do you desire life? "He that eat-
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eth my flesh (Word) hath everlasting life."
Seekest thou the Christ? "Search
the Scriptures frr they testify of
me." Would you be fruitful? "He
that believeth on Me as Scripture
has said out of his innermost being
shall come forth rivers of living water." Does your heart hunger after
God? Delight thy self in his law
which is the expression, revelation
and finality of himself. Anchor your
soul in the law and you shall have
the fulness of the triune "God-hi'fvd."
Have the proud laid snares so that
your future looks dark? "Thy word
is a lamp; unto my feet and a light
unto my path."
But "Woe" unto the Gospel rejectors and proud who dig pits.
"Woe" unto all such in that soon
coming day when God will send forth
His Son to execute Judgment.
A MEDITATION.
M. L. Dohner
To the Evangelical Visitor family:
I first invite you to read Matt. 6.
25 to 34 and then you with me ask
ourselves: For what should a Christian concern himself?
I,, Not for his mortal body; but
for his immortal soul.
This mortal body is today, but tomorrow may be in the grave moldering back to mother-earth, and time
know it no more forever.
From our first existence we all received an immortal soul given by
God which is to live on through all
eternity, either in happiness or woe
—in happiness if quickened in this
day of grace, and not walking after
the vanities of those who know not
God or having vain conversations
fulfilling the desires of the flesh and
mind.
__H. "Not for bodily sustenance, but
for the nourishment of the inner
man."
Our bodies may crave after that
which is unclean and unwholesome.
But the commandment is to "Cleanse
ourselves from1 all filthiness of the
flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness
in the fear of God," thus having the inner man renewed tho the
outward man perish.
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III. "Not for bodily clothing, but
for the garments of righteousness."
The world of today is having
ruthless and disgraceful garments
and the sorrow of seeing the once
wholly separated people now following in their wake with the profession
of holiness and saying they are delivered from bondage; and calling
the Christian garb, Babylon, tho they
have all faith that their sainted
father or mother reached heaven's
portal by that route. Jezebel the type
of the apostate church, was decked
with various colors and with gold
precious stones, and pearii, and her
head uncovered. The garment of
righteousness is not that we be unclothed, but clothed upon "that mortality might be swallowed up of
life." Thou hast a few names even
in the believing remnant that have
not defiled their garments: and they
shall walk with me in white; for they
are worthy, (see Rev. S:4.) Salvation
is first inwrought and then wrought
outwardly.
IV. "Not for an earthly dwelling;
but for a place in heaven."
Our earthly homes decay, our
friends, parents, brothers, sisters,
children, companions are going. I
was reminded
of
this
as
I
read the funeral message in the
December 5 number of the Visitor in honor to our dear aged sister
Engle whom I saw shout for the joy
of her Saviour's love in her heart;
and even tho at that time I was unsaved made a lasting imprint on my
heart, and has been the incentive for
penning these few lines. In the same
Visitor were the obituaries of Sr.
Shelly who told of her past blessings,
present joys and future hopes with
such fervency, when we were permitted to have a special service in her
home for her benefit during our revival last winter at Souderton and
Bro. Garis of the same district, who
was so active in the services and had
such a concern for some special unsaved ones and he but in the prime of
life. They have gone on to an eternal
dwelling. It is important for us to
have a concern for our place in the
Father's house, which Jesus has gone
on to prepare for us.
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V. "Not for tomorrow, but for
eternity."
David proclaimed, "There is but a
'step between me and death," and
"None can keep his own soul alive."
Isaiah declared, "We all do fade as a
leaf.' They express the brevity of
time compared to eternity. Phil. 4:67. "Be careful for nothing (in disturbing, tormenting care of carnal
things;) but in every thing by prayer
and supplication, let your requests
be made known to God, and the peace
of God which passeth all understanding, shall keep your hearts and minds
through Christ Jesus." Eternity!
Eternity! Eternal life with Jesus is
knowing and doing his will. Eternal
death without Jesus is knowing and
refusing or rejecting his will.
"0, time! how few thy value weigh!
How few will estimate a day!
Days, months and years are rolling on
The soul neglected and undone.
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LEFT BEHIND.
The following testimony was found
among the papers of our dear sister,
Rachael Leffel, after she departed this life
to be with Jesus. We are glad tc send it
to the readers of the Visiior.
Sister Leffel became afflicted with that
dreaded disease, tuberculosis, about two
years ago. While in hea.th she was ^i
faithful attendant at the Mission, always
rejoicing because she had found her Savior and expressing a determination to be
faithful to the end.
It was our privilege to visn her many
times in hen affliction, glad to say she was
able to give words of encouragement to
saints and gave many warnings with tears
to sinners as they visited her, entreating
them to come to Christ before it was too
late. She was a great sufferer the last
few months she lived and had many hard
trials beside, but was never heard to complain. The last Sunday she lived she told
us the Lord was with her in person the
night before and she held to His garment.
She said with great eagerness and joy Jesus told her just how to lay so she could get
some rest for her body.
The day following, December 28, we stood
by her bed side and saw her fall asleep in
Jesus, at the age of 22 years, 8 months and
20 days. Well could the Psalmist say
"Precious in the sight of the Lord is the
death of his saints." This scripture was
used for her funeral text.
We hope this testimony will encourage
each one who reads to be faithful to the
Lord that their end may be as our dear
sister's.
W. H. and Susie Boyer.

In painful cares, in empty joys,
Our life1 its precious hours destroys;
While death stands watching at our
side
Eager to stop the living tide.
Was it for this, ye mortal race
Your Maker gave you here a place ?
Was it for this His thoughts designed
The frame of your mortal mind ?
For nobler cares, for joys sublime,
He fashioned all the sons of time,
MY EXPERIENCE AND HOW I
Then let us every day give heed,
BECAME A BRETHREN IN CHRIST.
That we His servants be indeed."
At the age of thirteen years old, I had
Pleasant Hill, Ohio.
lost the dearest companion on earth, which
THE PARENTAL FROWN.
Eli, the ancient priest of Israel was
severely chastised by God because he
"restrained not his sons" (I Sam. 3 :
13), whom he knew to be living lewd
and licentious lives. The margin of
the Revised Version throws an interesting light on the meaning of
the expression "restrained not,"
showing that the words may be translated "he frowned not" upon them.
The Bible certainly teaches the duty
of the parental frown—something
that is getting to be an absent quantity in modern family life. The crossing of God's design concerning this
family institution is responsible for
a good share of the misery in the
world.—King's Business.

was my mother. She died April 23, 1911,
leaving me with my father and four sisters,
the youngest being but three months old.
It was surely the Lord's will she should be
taken or otherwise she would have remained here for the care and raising of her
children. I could not see at the time why
she should be taken but as I grew older I
saw it was all for the best. She was a
dear, good mother. She suffered three long
years with tuberculosis—the latter months
being untold agony. No one could scarcely
realize her condition as so many people are
afraid of the disease to even visit or to
come in contact with it which of course left
the responsibility mostly on myself of caring for her. I have been sorry many times
since that I was not older and able to do
more for her. Just before she died she
would quote part of the twenty-third psalm
over and over. "Yea, though I walk thru
the valley of the shadow of death, I will
fear no evil; for thou art with me; thy
rod and thy staff they comfort me. Sure-
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ly goodness and mercy shall follow me all
the days of my life, and I will dwell in the
house of the Lord forever."
My father being a moral man and not a
Christian did not realize the worth of
prayer. Mother had many trials and tests
we knew nothing about as we were too
young to understand. My heart was broken
for several weeks after she died. It just
seemed I could not get along without her.
Father hired an elderly lady to take charge
of the house and look after the children
some few months, then as she left the responsibility was on myself. I got into some
deep sins which I don't suppose I would
have had my mother been living.
We broke up house-keeping on the farm
and had sale in Nov., 1915. In the meantime father married another woman that
lived in a little town of about twenty miles
distance called Marietta where we moved
and lived together until June 1917 when he
separated. I then kept house for him until
December 1917. The following year I came
to Dayton with a heavy heart. No one
knew the terrible heavy burden and remorse of conscience I was bearing, but God,
all on account of sin, not knowing to lay
burdens down at the feet of Christ that he
would bear them. When Satan has full control of our lives he gets us in so many deep
sins. Although I was a church member at
the time being taken in the Christian
church at the age of fourteen years, but
was unconverted. I was worse afterward
than before, so being baptized did me no
good.
I shall never forget the morning I left
for Dayton, one cold snowy morning below
zero. I left my people under the impression that I was going to work in a shop at
Dayton, but all the while had marriage on
my mind. I had a date with a yoiing man,
Raymond Leffel to meet him down town the
next day and as we met we went U- a
picture show then he wanted me to go to his
aunt's for supper. He had not seen his
aunt for sometime. I finally consented to
go. She lived at 54 Green St., so it was
not) far to walk. Shei welcomed us to stay
for supper which we did and after supper
Raymond asked her if we could get light
house-keeping rooms as we were to be married the next day. She had one room empty
which we liked very well so we took it.
She took pity on me and ask me to stay
all night. I was glad to stay as they had
a nice warm fire which was very comfortable. Ray went down town to a hotel.
Next morning he came and we went to
the court house and were married by Rev.
Miller. I then wrote home that I was married. I thought now I am disowned for
my folks were all opposed to me marrying
the man I did.
I had noticed there was something peculiar about Ray's aunt, Mrs. Becker, she
had a funny little cap on her head, to my
estimation—so, curious to know, I asked
her what she had on her head. I supposed
(Continued on page 15.)
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GIVING.
"The supieme opportunity of ' / t r y
man, of ev< ry nation ,and of even
generation must be a spiritual opportunity. The de-ipeac needs in the
world are t-piritual need.?. The most
powerful threes in ihe world av-p
spiritual foices. Th-i only permanent
values in the world are spiritual values. Every one of us is facing inevitable and eternal bankruptcy, except as we invest our lives and our
treasure in something spiritual; for
only spiritual things can abide for
ever. And so our Lord said, 'Lay not
up for yourselves treasures upon
earth,' where you ^must give them up
in a little while, 'but lay up for your
selves treasures in heaven,' where
you can enjoy them throughout
countless millenniums."
Jesus taught that true religion is
more than a code of morals, that it
is a life of love and sacrifice. Nothing
more directly fosters love and nothing more clearly proves love, than the
giving of gifts. "God so loved that
He GAVE His only begotten Son."
All giving that is worthy the name
involves self-denial, sacrifice and love
on the part of the giver. Love delights
to give. It is its very nature to give;
it cannot help it. No sacrifice or selfdenial is too great where love controls.
Nothing affects character like giving.
It broadens us and develops the best
there is in us. It enlarges the soul
of the giver. Often the best result
of giving is its effect upon the giver.
Giving is the pulse of the soul, indicating its consideration, sympathy
and love. No selfish life can be happy
or complete.
Emersoin says, "Life consists in
benefit;" then ask the question "Who
is greater, he who receives or he who
confers the most benefit?" Christ
Himself answered that question when
He said, "It is more blessed to give
than to receive."
The happiness of God is in His infinite beneficience. When we give in
love and sympathy, we share in this
divine happiness. We become, in part
like God. We find joy in being kind
and merciful to those in need. Alas,
for him who has never known the
joy of being a benefactor.
"Give, and it shall be given unto

you; good measure, pressed down,
and shaken together, and running
over, shall men give into your bosom.
For with the same measure ye mete
withal, it shall be measured to you
again."—Luke 6-38.
It is clearly taught in both the Old
and New Testament, by direct statement and by inference, that the giving of money and property are essential to true religion. "Where your
treasure is, there will your heart be
also." When a man endorses his religion with his money, we believe in
him.
The world says: "Money
talks." In a commercial age the actual
surrender of one's money and property to God, is one of the best tests
of sincerity.
Giving is a perfect antidote to the
debilitating and corrupting influence
of wealth. We are warned, "Beware that thou forget not the Lord
thy God when thy silver and thy gold
are multiplied." "Remember it is He
wealth." Consider not only where
YOU will spend eternity but also
that giveth thee power to get
where your money will spend it.
There is no waste like the waste of
disuse. Christianity demands that its
followers use all their talents for the
common good. If you have the
knowledge to prevent ignorance,
the means to alleviate want, the influence to win the souls of those
about you to Jesus and fail to do
these things, you will be required to
answer for the waste of your talents.
Our giving is both a manisfestation and a measure of our love to God.
Giving, by God's people, is an act of
worship. It is as acceptable to God
as praise or prayer. Giving is so
vitally related to spiritual
that
we cannot grow in other graces if we
neglect this grace. We have been
taught the other graces to the neglect of the grace of liberality. To
quicken this grace is to stimulate all
other graces. Giving is a mark of
Godliness of the first order. It belongs to the Christian religion. It
measures religious interest and our
faith in God. To many, God is so
vague and far away, while money is
so real and near, that we must exercise not only our love but also our
faith, before we will give as we
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should. "The resources of God are
promised only to those who adopt
God's program."
HOW SHALL WE GIVE? "Every
man according as he purposeth in his
heart, so let him give, not grudgingly, nor of necessity, for the Lord
loveth a cheerful giver." Greek scholars tell us that this word "cheerful"
should be translated "hilarious" and
so should read, "The Lord loveth an
hilarious giver."
WHEN SHALL WE GIVE? "Upon the first day of the week, let every one of you lay by in store as he
may prosper"; that is to say, give
regularly, give individually, give as
you may prosper. "Let our gifts be
according to our prosperity, lest the
Lord should be displeased and make
'our prosperity according to our
gifts."
HOW SHALL WE GIVE ? "Freely
ye have received, freely give." Freely here means without looking for
any return. "When thou makest a
feast, call in the poor, the maimed,
the blind, the lame; and thou shalt
be blessed; for they cannot recompense thee."
SHALL THE POOR GIVE? Yes.
There is a blessing in giving. Why
should the poor be deprived of this
blessing?
Christ commended the
poor widow who gave her "two mites
ALL SHE HAD, EVEN HER LIVING." Thousands of poor people
know by experience the joy of giving.
All can give something, of time and
talent, of money and property, of
sympathy and love. Teach your children to give. Do not give for the entire family. Let each member have
money and give for himself, that he
may know the joy of giving.
HOW MUCH SHALL WE GIVE?
Give adequately, in proportion to the
need. You would not feel you had
done your duty to give only a cracker to a starving man nor would you
feel you had done your duty to give
only a hundred dollars to save from
failure, a cause that needed a thousand. Give all you can, out of a heart
of love and gratitude. God will bless
both the gift and the giver. Hei gives
twice who gives quickly. Give frequently as an act of worship ; modestly as a servant of God; honestly of
what is your own and not another's;
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thankfully, remembering His mercy
and kindness to you; cheerfully, as
a privilege; lovingly, as one for whom
Christ died.
If you cannot "go and teach all nations" you can send. If you cannot
say, "Here am I, Lord, send me."
you can say, "Here am I, Lord, send
my check."
We are saved by grace. Grace is
unmerited favor. We cannot purchase salvation with gifts or good
works. It is the FREE GIFT of God
to all who believe and follow the
teachings of Jesus. After we accept
Christ as Lord comes Christian service for which we are promised eternal reward in that Great Day when
we must all stand before the Judgement seat of Christ and give account
of the life we have lived and the use
we have made of our talents.
Inherited wealth often proves a
curse to children and relatives. Sometimes it furnishes the means for a
career of dissipation and vice. God
holds you responsible for the disposition you make of your property.
Life is uncertain. We know not what
a day may bring forth. Riches often
take wings and fly away. Put yourself and a part of your money into
some GREAT CAUSE, as the support
of a missionary, the endowment of
a mission school, or a Christian college. Thus may one do good while
he lives and make his name a benediction and a blessing to future generations. Notwithstanding Chistian
people have many faults, they are the
best people on earth and God uses
them to carry out His plan for the
world's redemption. Churches, Sunday Schools, missionary societies,
Christian colleges and all such institutions are simply the organizations
by which Christian people are endeavoring to carry out God's plan.
If you have fed the hungry, clothed the naked, comforted the sorrowing, have gone out into the highways
and byways and told the poor, the
dispised, the down-trodden of earth
of the love of God the Father, you
shall have a sure reward.
The evangelization of the world
is the supreme thought of Christ. If
you believe in Christ,, you must believe in missions To study the nature of God is to find that sacrifice
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and self-denial in the interest of missions will be rewarded as nothing
else. There need be no economy in
Christian service and giving. For
every gift of time and money, for
every word of comfort and sympathy,
for every sacrifice and self-denial, for
every soul won to Jesus, will be a
treasure laid up in Heaven.
DO SOMETHING.
DO SOMETHING DEFINITE.
DO IT NOW.—Tract
GOD'S PRECIOUS PROMISES.
"He will not suffer thy foot to be
moved. He that keepeth thee will not
slumber. Ps. 121:3."
"I thank God that I can sweetly
rest upon the beautiful promises in
His Word. Oh, how many we can
find in the Psalms as well as in other
books of the Bible to comfort us and
cheer us on our way."
The above verse was sent to me
from a dear sister in California who
remembered that two years ago at
this time my dear companion was
called away by death and this verse
is one in the Psalms that he read the
last morning of his life. With
very much weakened voice, yet he
never gave up family worship. In the
morning he read the 121 and 123
Psalms. In the evening not one hour
before his death he read the 123
Psalm. Oh, I do feel to praise God
that I could hear his voice ascending
to the throne of God to the very last,
though he did leave without saying
good-bye. Yet I thank God for his
abiding presence through it all, and
as I look through his Bible and see
the many marked places. I feel to
repeat the words of the Psalmist.
"Great peace have they which love
thy law, and nothing shall offend
them. Ps. 119:165," also "Search the
scriptures for in them ye think ye
have eternal life, and they are they
which testify of Me." John 5:39."
How well it is for those that search
the Word to see what God's will is
concerning them, and then obey and
follow where He leads. When we become anxious about our souls, the
Word becomes food to us, and it will
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open up to us in a wonderful way. Oh,
may we say with the psalmist. "Open
thou mine eyes, that I may behold
wondrous things out of thy law." Ps.
119:18. Well may it be called the
book of all books, there is to be found
in it something to suit all classes of
people—rich and poor, black and
white, saint and sinner, all can find
treasures in this book if they will
obey God and trust in his promises.
But oh, how sad it is to see in so many
homes the Bible entirely neglected.
Yes, many very moral people and even
church members have never a word of
prayer or scripture lesson in their
homes. How could we expect those
families to grow up and live for God ?
We may raise them very tenderly,
teaching them right from wrong, and
set a very good example before them
and yet there is great danger of them
straying away from the paths of virtue. Oh, how much we need to be in
prayer for our families—they are exposed to sin in every form—temptations on every hand—and satan as we
would think has full control of many,
as we see the evil that is going on, all
because they do not call upon God—
"Who is our everlasting strength".
Surely we are living in perilous times
when men are lovers of riches and
pleasure more than lovers of God.
What would such ones say if Jesus
should come now? Would they cry
for the rocks and mountains to fall
on them, and hide them from the
face of him that sitteth on the
throne? But, my dear ones, there
will be no hiding place—save in Jesus. Therefore it is for us to watch
and pray and be ready.
Your sister in love,
Sarah McTaggart.
Box 78,. Stayner, Ont.
O man! forgive the mortal foe,
Nor ever strike him blow for blow;
For all the souls on earth that live,
To be forgiven must forgive.
Forgive him seventy times and seven
For all the blessed souls in heaven
Are both forgivers and forgiven.
—Tennyson.
"Faith does not reason, it acts
from its own point of vision and
leaves the result to God,"
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get an extra morsel of food from; the
dogs, but their strength was too
great, he had failed and as if to atone
for their greed they licked his sores.
In vain he tried to shield himself
from the cold with his tattered cloak
and the light shining from the palace, where he1 knew there was warmth and shelter, only made his misery
seem greater. Numb with cold, faint
from hunger, he at last lifts his
boney hands toward heaven and
cries, "Oh, Lord how long." Swifter
than the ligthning's flash, came the
answer and into his breast there
settled a peace and warmth, that
seemed to make him forget the cold
without, and like a tired child he
lay down and fell asleep.
THE MORNING OF CONTRASTS.
The Earth View
When the sun arose, the morning
clear and cold found the palace with
all its gaiety of the night, displaced
with sadness and utter dismay, darkness reigned.
The face of Dives still bore the
marks of dissipation and sin though
laid in a casket trimmed with gold
and purple. Outside the gates lay
the beggar cold in death, but his
face disclosed a peaceful, heavenly
smile, amid the frozen rags about
him.
The View Beyond
Lazarus opened his eyes in a palace of eternal glory. There in perpetual peace and comfort, he could
rest in Abraham's bosom, amid the
joy and splendor of heaven's own.
No more starvation, no more suffering, no more cold and loneliness or
night, but one great glorious eternal
day of heavenly bliss. A pauper
yesterday but a recipient of the uncounted riches of glory today.
Dives, too, opened his eyes, but
instead of eternal glory, he found
himself amid the eternal burnings;
instead of comfort there was torment ; in the place of peace there was
anguish; instead of plenty there
was thirst; a millionaire yesterday,
but an eternal pauper today; a beggar in a place where mercy never
comes and hope is a stranger.
Where Will You Cast Your Lot?
What a wonderful lesson the Lord
would teach us in this. What utter
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folly for mankind to spend all their haga, brother of the groom. May God's ber 14th, 1921, aged 22 years, 3 months,
richest blessings attend their steps in their and 18 days. Besides her friends and actime and energy attending
to far
quaintances are left to mourn their loss
away western homes.
the parents, a husband and three little
things that pertain merely to this
children. Text: St. John 14:1-3. Funeral
MANN-MILLER
life and neglect the salvation of their
Bro. Roy H. Mann of Washington Boro, services were held at the Manheim Menimmortal souls. We may not be rich Pa., and Sr. Grace Miller of Morrison, 111., nonite Church. Interment in the Hershey
or poor so far as material things are were united in marriage by Bish. H. L. cemetery.
concerned, but must all take our Trump pf Polo, 111.
SiLAYMAKER—Sr. Lizzie J. , Slayplace as being utterly impoverished
LAUVER-SMITH
maker, wife of Bro. John M. Slaymaker
Myles S. Lauver son of Bro. and Sr.
spiritually, before we can by faith
Solomon Lauver and Blanche V. Smith, of New Providence, Strasburg township,
receive the heavenly inheritance daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Smith Lancaster Co., Pa., departed this life, Ocwhich gave Lazarus a passport to both of Mifflintown, were united in mar- tober 18, 1921, aged 45 years, 5 months
riage on December 24 in the Methodist 19 days. She had united with the Brethren
mansions on high.
parsonage at 1 Mifflintown by Rev. C. F. in Christ Church in her early years with
'Fields. May joy and happiness
them thru their future lives.

Marriages
WHITE-BRUBAKER
On December 4, 1921 at the home; of the
groom, Bish. H. B. Hoffer officiating, there
occurred the marriage of Bro. Elmer G.
White and Sr. Barbara S. Brubaker, both
of near Mt. Joy, Lancaster Co., Pa.
FISHBURN-STAUFFER
On December 8, 1921, at the residence of
the officiating minister, Bish. H. B. Hoffer,
there occurred the marriage of Bro. Harry
J Fishburn from Hummelstown, Dauphin
Co., Pa., and Sr. Anna G. Stauffer from Mt.
Joy, Lane, Co., Pa. May the Pilot who
only can guide the barque over life's rugged sea be at the helm as they go down
through life's journey and may they calmly
land in the haven of rest.
LEHMAN-WENGER.
On October 4, 1921, at the home of the
bride's mother, Mrs. Emma B. Wenger, of
Chambersburg, Pa., there occurred the marriage of Bro. Simon A. Lehman and Sr.
Edith M. Wenger, both of Chambersburg,
Pa. David H. Wenger assisted by Bishop
Martin Oberholser officiated. They will reside on the farm of the groom's father
near Scotland, Pa. May the blessings of
God and many happy years of usefulness
both in the community and church be theirs.
HAAS-WOLGEMLTH.
On Saturday, December 31, 1921. at four
o'clock at the residence of the bride's parents, Bro. Amos Wolgemuth's of Mt. Joy.
Rapho Dist., Pa., occurred the marriage of
their daughter Sr. Rhoda G. to Bro.
Emanuel C. Haas of Abilene, Kant. Bish.
Henry B. Hoffer officiated.
EISENHOUR-HOUSER
At the home of the officiating minister,
H. K. Kreider, Campbeiistrwti, Pa., on
November 26, 1921, there occurred the marriage of Paul B. Eisenhour of Hershey,
Rt. 2 and Helen Houser of Lebanon, Rt5 4.
May God bless this union to His glory.
WENGER-LANDIS
WENGER-CLIMENH AG A
A very beautiful double wedding took
place at the home of Bro. and Sr. David B.
Wenger, of Fairland, Lebanon county, Pa.,
on Saturday, December 24, 1921 at 2 p.
m., when their daughter Sr. Mary F., was
united in marriage with Bro. Sylvanus W.
Landis of Des Moines. Iowa, and their
daughter Sr. Sallie F., to Bro. Naaman W.
Climenhaga of Kindersley, Sask. The
ceremony was performed by Elder H. K.
Kreider assisted by Eld. Asa W. Climen-

attend

Obituaries
HEISEY—Anna Forry Heisey, youngest
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Stephen Heisey,
was born May 20, 1918, died after a short
illness of diphtheria, November 21, 1921,
aged 3 years, 3 months and 1 day. She is
survived by one brother, Aaron and one
sister Ruth. Brief services were held at
her home. Interment in the Mt. Pleasant cemetery. A memorial service was
held January 1, 1922.
PETERS—Sr. Ada R. Peters, daughter
of Bro. and Sr. Benjamin Peters, was born
October 11, 1904, fell asleep in Jesus on
December 11, 1921, aged 17 years and 2
months. Sr. Ada has broken the family
circle, she has gone first and is beckoning
come! She is missed at home, in the
community, at Sunday School and by all
who knew her. The calm, serene spirit
that occupied her youthful life is envied
by all who knew her. Yes, those rosy
cheeks so fair have changed to a bouquet
of lilies so very soon, gone—gone home to
stay, and we seem to hear her voice whisper in sweetest tones—
Come and join the Lord's side:
Ask you why?—
T i s the only safe side
By and by.
Funeral services were held at the Fairview church. Interment in adjoining
cemetery. Text: Job 17:11.
HEXEMER—Bro. David Hexemer passed peacefully to rest at his home in Buffalo
on the 17th of December, 1921. He' was
born near Stevensville in 1845. His early
life was spent in Ontario, where he worked on a farm. He was united in marriage
to Miss Sherk and in later years came to
Buffalo where he worked on the railroad.
He was saved in 1915 at the age of 70.
He leaves to mourn his departure his
wife, five sons and one daughter. Services
were conducted from the home by Eld. E
C. Bossert. Text: Phil. 1:21. interment
in Pine Hill cemetery.
Dear companion do not mourn for me,
While I am in eternity;
But be content and trust in God.
And you'll receive a great reward.
Weep not for me my family dear,
In heaven I hope you all to see,
Where we can there together be
Forever in eternity.
GINDER—Stella G., wife of Benj. S.
Ginder was born August 26th, 1899 and
summoned to her eternal reward, Decem-

which she held to the end. She was a daughter of! Bro. and Sr. Anna Morfel, who have
departed in to a glory world. Being not
well the last few years her desire was to
go where saints are going to the mansions
of heaven and enjoy that place that
awaits the children of God. She leaves 'to
mourn their loss, her husband and three
sons Lloyd and Clair and Clyde, all at home
also two sisters, Mrs. Mary Ressler and
Mrs. Anna Lehman. Funeral services were
held in the New Providence Mennonite
Church, conducted by Rev. Noah Z. Hess
and Jacob Heisey. Text: 1 Cor. 15:51 "Behold I shew you a mystery."
A precious! one from us is gone
A voice we loved is stilled;
A place is vacant in our house
Which never can be filled
God in His wisdom has recalled
The boon His love has given
And though the body slumber here
The soul is safe in heaven.
SMITH—Albert L. Smith, aged 86 years,
8 months, and 12 days was born February
20, 1835 at Richmond, Indiana. He came
with his parents to Ogle County, 111., in
1851 and resided there fifty years He was
converted about the age of thirty years,
later was baptized and united with the
Brethren in Christ Church. He was ordained later and served faithfully in the
office as a deacon in the church.
February 27th, 1873 he was united in
marriage to Sr. Elizabeth Miller. To this
union were born six children.
In March, 1890 his wife died, also oldest
son and one daughter preceded him in
death. Later in life, November 9, 1898 he
was united in marriage to Flora E. Reed
and brought his family to Ames, Okla.,
in 1901, where he resided until he came to
Dodge City, Kans., to visit his oldest
daughter, Mrs. J. H. Seibert and spent the
winter with her in a very sickly condition.
In the spring having gained sufficient
strength, under the very best of care, he
went to his other daughter, Mrs. E. M.
Shenefelt at Minneola, Kans., to visit and
spend the summer where he was suddenly
taken with phneumonia and passed away
after a very short illness, November 1,
1921. He is survived by his wife and four
children, Mrs. J. H. Seibert of Dodge City,
Kans., Mrs. E. M. Shenefelt, Minneola,
Kans., Henry A. Smith of Garber, Okla.,
and Willard A. Smith of Minneola. Kans.
ten grandchildren, one brother, Elihu R.
Smith of Sunset Heights, Tex., and many
friends;
His body was taken to his home at Ames,
Okla., by his request and the funeral
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preached by Bishop Eyster and Frymire of
Thomas, Okla., as he had selected them
to officiate. Text: 2 Tim. 4:7-8.
By his request the 90th Psalm was read,
also two notes left by him were read. He
also had selected two songs: Asieep in
Jesus, Blessed Sleep and We're Going
Down the Valley One by One.
Interment in the Ames cemetery.
MESSIAH ORPHANAGE.
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pillow cases, 1 sheet, 10 bath towels, 22
under shirts, 2 pr. under drawers and 6
body waists; Mt. Pleasant Sewing Circle,
11 sheets, 23 wash cloths, 12 aprons, 2
petticoats and picture books; Sr. A. M.
Nornhold, 2 dresses, 1 pr. shoes, 1 overcoat and 1 pr. overalls; Sr. Nancy Coover,
1 comfort; Martin Kraybill, 92 lb. beef;
Mrs. E. H. Hess, 2 lb honey; Sr. Keefer,
cakes; Andrew Wenger, sweet potatoes;
David Wenger, cakes; Fairland District, 4
girls' caps, 4 under skirts, 5 night gowns,
19 aprons, 6 bibs, 2 pr. gloves, 13 wash
cloths, 5 pr. rompers, 1 boys' suit, 3 pr.
drawers, 4 petticoats, 5 caps and 10 pr.
stockings; Mary Peifer, Christmas treat;
Mrs. Orren, 2 suits underwear; Mrs. Amos.
Wolgmuth, clothing; Mrs. Myers, candy;
Sr. Myers, dolls and teddy bears; Manheim Sewing Circle, clothing; Elizabeth
Sewing Circle, 2 rugs, 1 shirt and) 1 apron;
John W. and E. Wolgemuth, 12 lb. candy;
Mrs.E. H. Hess, clothing; Mrs. Frank Heln^ickj underwear; Rapho District, 2 qt.
cantelopes, 2 qt. beans, 3 qt. apples, 5 qt.
chow chow, 2 qt. cauliflower, 5 tomatoes
and 1 pr. shoes; Mrs. Amos Rambler, popcorn; Mrs. Wm. Myers, nuts; Sr. Kraybill,
celery; Kathryn Heisey, peanuts; A Bro.
Elizabethtown, shoes; Srs. Blanche Stern
and Dysinger, candy; Fannie Eby, candy
and oranges; Mrs. E. Pote, candy; John
Mumper, candy and cakes; Isaac Hershey,
turkey; Elizabethtown District, 2 chickens,
1% bushels potatoes, celery, apples and
bananas, 7 lbs. puddings, 10 cans peas,
soap, 2 pkgs. corn starch, corn meal, cakes,
noodles, toys, dolls, hats, gloves; Mary
Hoffman, Christmas treat; Cora Miller,
Christmas treat; Harry F . Enck, 1 bunch
bananas, 30 lbs. candy, 1 fruit cake, 5
lbs. cranberries, 10 lbs. peanuts, 1 crate
oranges, 18 qt. peaches, 1 box apples, 2
boxes crackers; John Neisley, 9 doz. oranges; Cyrus Neisley, 3 bu. potatoes; The
Grove children, oranges and walnuts; Jacob Hershey, 36 lbs. candy.

Donations and receipts from September
1st to December 31, 1921.
John Landis, 2 bu. grapes; Amos Wolgemuth, 1 gal apple butter, cakes, 1 bushel
beans, 1 pk. tomatoes, dried pears, corn;
Samuel Nornhold, apples, tomatoes, canned fruit; John Frey, 2 qts. preserves;
Henry H offer, pears and! canned fruit; Bro.
Hensel, cucumbers; Bro. S. Brown 2 union
suits and red beets; H. 0. Musser, beans;
John Niesley's a dinner; Elizabethtown
sewing circle, 13 night gowns, 9 pair drawers, 1 petticoat, 3 aprons, 6 dresses and 4
blouses; the following provisions by: J.
R. Kuhns, John Heise, H. O. Musser, Amanda Brubaker, Henry Ginder, Clinton Kaylor, wash machine, cantalopes, apples, egg
plants, peppers, beans, dried fruit and potatoes; Sr. Yinger, egg plants; Henry
Frey, bologna; Mrs. E. Pote, corn; Willing
Workers S. S. Class, Hatfield, Pa., 7 pajamas, 1 body waist; Sr. Nornhold, clothing and soap; Mt. Pleasant Sewing Circle,
2 petticoats, 4 dresses, 1 boys' suit, 1 pr.
trousers and 4 blouses; John Myers, 3
girls coats, 1 overcoat, underwear; Elizabethtown Sewing Circle, 2 comforters, 2
dresses, 1 coat, 1 petticoat, 1 night gown,
1 boys shirt and 4 aprons; Michael Hassler, 1 comforter and pillow; Hiram Wolgemuth, beans and ham; John Showers,
pears; Stephen Heisey, dried peaches; Bro.
S. Brown, red beets; J. D. Wingert, pumpkins; Mrs. Eli Eshleman, peanuts; Manheim Sewing Circle, 7 coats, 15 gowns, 2 pr.
pants, 1 waist, 5 petticoats, 6 sweaters, 4
pr. pants, 51 aprons, 2 boys suits, 6 dresses,
1 waist and 1 quilt; Anna Kachel, 1 hat;
Cash donations by the following: ChrisStella Brandt, 2 doz. stockings; Martha tian Wolgemuth, $5; Bro. Kline, $5; Anna
Sharer, celery; David Wenger, 3 doz. or- Schwend, $2; Howard Mann, 25c; Levi
anges, 2 doz. bananas and baking powder; Witmer, $20; S. B. Stoner, $10; F. S.
Mt. Pleasant District, a dinner; Rapho Dis- Brubaker & Son, $10; D.j B. Winger, $5; S.
trict, 4 qt. cantelopes, 18 qts. beans, 3 S. Brubaker, $1; Cora Miller, $1; Anna Witpumpkins, 6 bu. sweet potatoes, 2 bu, on- mer, $1; Bessie McWilliams, $1; Henry
ions, red beets, cabbage, potatoes, pep- Rosenberger, $1; Sr. Doutrich, $2; Sr. Lepers, soap, tomatoes and dried fruit; S. S. beck, 25c; J. H. Hoffman, $25; A sister,
Keefer, cabbage; Elizabethtown Sewing Washington Boro, Pa., $5; New Guilford
Circle, 6 bureau covers, 9 bloomers and 6 Dist., $32.27; Abe Pike, $10; Palmyra S.
aprons; John Niesley, corn meal; Jacob S. $25; Enoch McCorkle, $15; A brother,
Gish, honey; Needle Work Guild, Palmyra, Rapho Dist., $10; Myers Bros, and Sister,
Pa., 1 comfort and slip, 16 pr. shoes, 2 $5; offering box, $1.50; Free Grace S. S.
dresses, 7 prs. stockings, 2 union suits, 2 Millersburg, Pa., $50; A sister, Harrisunder skirts, 1 petticoat, wash cloths, 2 burg, Pa., $20; S. L. Grogg, $5; Martha
bath towels; Willing Workers S. S. Class, White, $1; Miles J. Heffley, $1; Eph.
Hatfield, Pa., 10 body waists; Mary Kindig, Shearer, $1; Grantham Dist., (towards foot
3 body waists and drawers; Needle Work bridge) $33; Messiah Bible School, (toGuild, Souderton, Pa., 16 pr. stockings, 4 ward foot bridge) $20.75; Mt. Pleasant S.
caps, 2 scarfs and 1 pr. gum shoes, 1 pr. S. $10; W. L. Kreider, $100; S. G. Engle,
supporters, 2 night gowns, 14 petticoats, 2 $10.
dresses, 2 pr. bloomers, 3 pr. mittens, 5
Actual receipts: Inst, of Boy's Orphan-
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age Fund, $176.50; Inst, of Endowment
Fund, $24.71; inst. of a not.--, held against a
brother, $25; Board of children, $78; Labor of children, $81; sale of Reo truck, $35;
Farm Sales, $127.27.
Cash donations should be sent to H. E.
Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa. Other donations
to D. S. Wenger, Grantham, Pa. (Steward-*.
MASTERSONVILLE,

PA.

A series of meetings held at the Mastersonville Meeting House, commencing
December 10 and- continuing for 2 weeks
was well attended. Eld. Clayton Engle
from Hummelstown, Pa., preached the word
with power, and as a visible result four
souls turned to the Lord and many more
were made to feel the need of a Saviour.
In the Niagara of time it seems the clamor din of the world has drowned out the
voice and checks of the spirit and sinners
go carelessly and heedlessly on. We praise
God for the few who took the stand and
pray that they may follow in the footsteps of the Lord.
"And they that be wise, shall shine as
the brightness of the firmament and they
that turn many to righteousness as the
stars forever and ever." Dan. 12:3.
Monroe S. Dourte.
CANTON, OHIO.
On December 15th, Eld. Ray Witter of
Enterprise, Kans., came here to. assist in a
revival effort. Our brother came filled
with the Spirit and held forth the Word
with power. Our hearts were made to rejoice as he brot deep spiritual truths from
God's Word.
The attendance was small but we are
glad to report that six precious souls were
willing to bow at the altar of prayer and
confess their sins. Two of these were
heads of families and the others some of
our Sunday School children. Our prayer is
that they may be faithful and go on into
the deeper things of God. We are glad for
these refreshing seasons when we can sit
together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus. The day meetings were especially
helpful when such themes as sanctification,
obedience, faith, prayer, etc., were taken
up. Several were anointed and prayed for
for the healing1 of the body and the Lord
definitely heard and answered prayer. To
Him be all the praise.
Meetings closed January 4. Our prayers
follow our brother to other fields of labor.
May he have many souls for his hire.
Your sister in His service,
Ida Stauffer, Cor.
PLEASANT HILL, OHIO
A series of meetings were held at Pleasant Hill, Ohio, beginning with a Love
Feast, December 10 and 11 and continued
until the 28th. Services were held every
evening, and rlso a few during the day.
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They were conducted by Bishop M. G.
Engle of Abilene, Kansas, who is being •
accompanied by his wife on this evangelistic trip.
Bro. Engle fearlessly wielded the sword
of the Spirit, which indeed proved sharper
than carnal weapons; The Holy Spirit was
faithful in sending conviction.
Glad to report that a number definitely
sought the Lord. One evening the service was dismissed with one seeker at the
altar, but till 11:30 the same night the
number was increased to eight, among!
them a dear grandfather of about 81
years who has for many years been an active member of the church, but who had
gotten back in his experience, and who afterwards confessed that he had been resisting the Spirit, for some time. He arose
from his seat with the cry "I must surrender" and made his way to the altar,
calling loudly upon God for help and mercy. Confessions were made, and soon the
tears of penitence were changed to tears
of joy.
We believe that through the faithful
ministry of the Word many others received definite light, which if walked in
will prove a savour of life unto life, but
if rejected, a savour of death unto death.
We truly are in the days, when because of
iniquity, the love of many is waxing cold.
"The outlook is dark, but the uplook is
bright,
The world's waxing evil, but heaven's in
sight;
The signs all proclaim that our Lord soon
will come
To make up His jewels and carry them
home."
Hazel Gramm, Cor.
BOSTON, MASS.
To the Visitor family greeting:
All the brethren and sisters in Boston
wish you a very happy New Year, and believers everywhere and join their songs of
praises for the New-born King of Bethlehem, the Savior of the world. Luke 2:11;
Ps. 65:11.
By this occasion I would like to give
some information about our mission work
in Boston.
In the short time of eighteen weeks since
the opening of this mission, (thanks to
God,) the meetings have been getting
strong in the Spirit of God.
Every Sunday morning study of Acts of
Apostles and prayers have been held so
that the careful study of this book has
given us a very good light on our way toward the height of mission life. At 2
o'clock another service of repentance,
preaching and testimonies has been held.
In this meeting which is the most suitable
time for everybody, a good chance is given
to everyone of them for their testimonies
of overcoming in their temptation in the
past week. Good fruits of strong faith
have been seen among the believers, help-
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ing each other on their spiritual troubles.
Again on the same day at 6:30 o'clock, general Bible study, taking special questions
every week, talking and discussing them
so that every dark point has been brought
to the light of the Word of God. Praise be
unto Him, His words are not going in vain,
but they have drawn back the backsliders
to their home again and given them the reward of His joy of eternal life. All these
facts make us to believe that in this city
a real spiritual revival is near and, by
this mission His words and purposes will be
completed among the scattered Armenian
people in this country.
On Friday nights Bible study meetings
are held with good results. We have been
studying some important matters as the
Second Coming of the Christ; Rapture of
the Church; Anti-Christ Time of Tribulation; Satan; Hell; Re-generation; God of
Almighty, Lord Jesus Christ; His Divinity,
Humanity, etc. In this short time of study
we have seen that the study of His Word
gives more light to the hearts of His children and every new truth makes the life
more strong and ties them to the Eternal
Rock of Faith.
During week day nights the poor families have been visited and have been told
about our Lord, Jesus Christ, who has come
into this world to take everybody unto His
Kingdom. This simple and good message
has made them return to their Creator.
Praise the Lord of Mercy. Just a few lines
more about the material fruits of this mission. Knowing that some brethren in Armenia are laboring for His kingdom without any remuneration and are much in need
of help for their living, it was thought good
to raise a small fund for them. This was
asked from brethren and ini a night's meeting $250 was raised and sent with the first
opportunity. God bless them with His
heavenly treasures. Sometimes we gladly
received offerings for our expenses: $5 from
Bro. Combes and $10 from Elizabethtown
Sunday School. God bless them.
Praise God there are several persons
ready to be baptized with the first occasion.
The Holy Spirit has visited them and shown
them the right path. All honor belongs to
God. Asking your sincere prayers and
sympathy, remaining with Faith and Love.
Tours' in His service
V. S. Bilezikian,
613 Mass. Ave, Boston, Mass.
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and loyal. Good interest prevailed and the
seed sown shall accomplish that where
unto it has been sent.
May the Lord continually uphold, and use
Bro. Long as a faithful ambassador, holding forth the Word of Life which liveth
and abideth forever.
A. H. Martin, Cor.
REPORT OF LANCASTER

MISSION.

For Oct, Nov. and Dec, 1921.
To the loved ones in Christ Jesus:
The blessing, of the Lord, it maketh rich,
and He addeth no sorrow with it. Prov.
10:22.
It is with a sense of much gratitude for
the blessing of the Lord that we come to
bring the report of our work at the Lancaster Mission. It was thought well to have
this report entered in the Visitor, so that
our brotherhood may know of the work and
join with us in prayer for the dear souls
here who need salvation.
Our hearts are made to rejoice as we see
that God is working with us in operating
upon hearts through His Holy Spirit. We
received courage1 in the work as we knelt a
few, days ago by the side of a dear mother
seventy-six years old, who pled earnestly to
God, "Forgive my sins, wash my soul, come
to me now."
We wish to thank all the dear ones who
have helped us to supply our needs. Will
you pray that we may carry out God's
plan in all our work?
Receipts
A brother, Elizabethtown, Pa
$ 10.00
Emma Stern, Martinsburg, Pa
1.00
I. J. Ransom, Grantham, Pa
3.00
A. H. Martin, Elizabethtown, P a . . . . . 5.00
Nellie Orren, Lancaster, Pa
7.00
Sr. Breneman, Refton, Pa
.50
Rena Burkholder, Lane. Pa
1.00
Sara Hahn, Lane. Pa
.25
Martha Heisey, Elizabethtown, P a . . 5.00
Mildred Gulette, Lane. Pa
35
Manheim S. S
13.10
Rozella Boyer, Dayton, O
.30
Stella Heisey, Gormley, Ont
1.00
Elva Heisey, Gormley, Ont
1.00
Contribution Box
.53
Receipts from old iron
2.25
Receipts from district treasurer. . 139.84
Total

$191.02
Expenditures

CROSS ROADS, FLORIN, PA.
For the Lord God is a sun and shield, the
Lord will give grace and glory; no good
thing will withhold from them that
walk uprightly. Ps. 84:11.
This promise has again been verified in
the series of meetings which began December 11 and closed December 25. The
word spoken, reached the hearts and seven
souls started for the kingdom, Bro. T.
A; Long! came on fire for God, and inspired
the believers with more zeal, to be true

Table supplies
Telephone
Water
Gas
Heating Pipe
Miscellaneous
Coal
Total

$130.47
8.55
2.50
10.88
11.78
14.34
12.50
$191.02

Provisions were donated by: N. Z. Hess,
Ruth Hall, Ira Herr, Rhoda Martin C. Z.
Hess, M. B. Musser, Annie Martin, C. N.
Hostetter, Lottie Evans, Emma Good, B.
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H. Nissley, Abram Hess, I. Ginder, Joseph
Kratz, Milderd Gillette, Annie Schock, Bessie Keefer, Henry Brubaker and ' J . L.
Heisey.
J. H. and Barbara Martin and workers.
BUFFALO MISSION.
Greeting to the Visitor family:
We are glad at the close of- another year
that we can report victory through our
Lord Jesus. We have much to praise God
for at this time, we praise Him for] all our
blessings both spiritual and
temporal
which are many. We can say with the
Psalmist, "The Lord is my light and my
salvation: Whom shall I fear ? the Lord is
the strength of my ilfe; of whom shall I
be afraid?" We are glad for the spirit that
is manifested in the meetings. We also
thank all the brethren and sisters who have
stood by the work so faithfully with their
prayers and also their means and provisions. Continue to pray for the work and
for us that God might have the right of
way in our hearts and lives at* all times.
Financial report for November
Receipts
Box $3.27; Bro. and Sr. Ehlers, $15; Bro.
Heldt, $1; Bro. W. Hexemer, $5; Bro. and
Sr. Monkelbaam, $2; Sr. Laverna Ott, $5;
Mr. Sauer, $1; Bro. Hershey, $10. Total
$42.27.
Expenditures
Table, $18.47; gas, 80c; electricity, $2.18;
sundries, $4.62; repairs, $9.75; water $4.75;
carpet sweeper, $3.98, car fare $1. Total
$45.55.
Financial report for Dec.
Receipts
I. H. N., $5; Unknown, $1; Bro. and Sr.
Fred Climenhage, $2; I. H. N. $5; A brother
Elizabethtown, Pa, $10; Sr. Case $1; Sr.
Zimmerman $1; Sr. D. V. Heise, $5; Bro.
and Sr. Ehler $10; Bro. A. S. Rotz, $5; Bro.
and Sr. Brenner $5; box $5. Total $55.00.
Expenditures
Table $20.73; gas 80c; electricity, $2.70;
discount 8c; sundries $2.07. Total $26.38.
We close asking an interest in your
prayers.
Bro. and Sr. C. E. Bossert and workers.
CHRISTMAS AT THE
MESSIAH ORPHANAGE
Another Christmas is in the past. Christmas is a great day for the children at the
orphanage as well as all other children.
They begin to talk about it quite a while
before it is here, and look forward to it
with great expectations. They are but
children and most of them don't realize
what it really does mean. Altho we try
to'teach them the real meaning, the greatest gift that was ever given is the Savior.
I trust the seed that is sown in their young
and tender hearts will some'day spring up
and bring forth fruit.

About a week before Christmas the presents and donations began coming in. But
everything was i put away until the day before Christmas when I opened each one's
box and arranged their things nicely on a
large table. Those who hadn't received
anything from their friends had been provided for by some kind sisters. What a
waiting time that was when the children
knew that I had locked myself iri the room
to get things in readiness for them to see
in the evening after supper. So after the
supper dishes were put away, they formed
in line in the hall and were taken into the
room two by two. Such bright little faces
and happy little hearts! The presents consisted of dresses, underwear, shoes, stockings, gloves, handkerchiefs, sweaters, dolls,
toys, books, candy, nuts, oranges, apples,
bananas, cakes and popcorn. After they had
seen everything and told each other to
see what they got and perhaps tasted some
of their gooddies, they went to bed. On
Christmas morning when they got up, they
had lots to talk about. But on account of
its being Sunday morning, when everybody
must hustle to get ready for Sunday School,
they had to wait until after dinner to
again have the door unlocked to go into
the room and enjoy their things. They
had a happy time all together the whole afternoon, playing with their dolls and all
kinds of toys. I wish every one who helped
to make it a Merry Christmas for our little
falks could have taken a peep into the
room and seen them enjoy themselves. One
girl said, "If I would know some poor
little girl who hadn't anything, I would
give her some of my things." I was glad
she thought of those who weren't so favorably blessed as she was. The day was
ended by the children going to Children's
Meeting and reciting little pieces and singing songs about the Christ Child.
We wish to thank all who so kindly remembered us again over Christmas.
Anna W. Witmer.
P. S. Another interesting incident in
the Orphanage News is the arrival of
twin babies, a boy and a girl, sent as a
Christmas gift to Bro. David Wenger's.
When the children wsre told that we have
two little babies, and asking who they think
sent them, one said, "Santa Claus." Another asked whether they were doll babies.
I told them God sent them.
A. W. W.

GENERAL CONFERENCE OF 1922
TO BE HELD AT GRANTHAM, PA.
The General Executive Board announces
that the General Conference of the Brethren in Christ Church, for the year 1922,
will convene at Grantham, Cumberland Co.,
Pa., on Thursday, June 8, 1922. Railroad
rates and accomodations will be announced in ample time.
Parties who have failed to send their
remittances for Conference Minutes of 1921
and for the regular ten cent per member
General Executive Board assessments for
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the year 1921, are urged to kindly attend
to these matters in order that the accounts
may be closed at an early date. Thanking
you in advance for the same and trusting
that the various parties will see to these
matters at once. We remain,
Truly yours,
GEN. EXECUTIVE BOARD,
Brethren in Christ Church
Per. H. K. Kreider, Sec.
A TESTIMONY.
Dear brethren and sisters of the Visitor
family:
Greeting with Psa. 29:1, Give unto the
Lord, oh, ye mighty; give unto the Lord
glory and strength.
For some time I have been impressed to
write a testimony for the Lord since He
has become so precious to me. The way
He leads is blessed. I am so glad He came
into my soul as a helper in time of need.
For He is the only one who can give help.
I am thankful that the Lord put it into
the heart of brethren and sisters to speak
to me about my soul. It was at the church
in Pleasant Hill, Ohio, where I then lived,
that Bro. Ephriam Breneman came to me
and asked me to go with him to Dayton
Mission where Bro. J. N. Hoover was holding meetings. I accepted his invitation, but
had no intention to turn to the Lord. On
Sunday morning, after the service had
closed he came to me and asked me to give
my heart to the Lord. I thot hard for a
little while. He said, "Will you come tod a y ? " "I will," was my reply. Such a
time as I had! The devil kept saying,
"Not today." God said, "Now is your last
chance." I called upon God for deliverance from my sins and He came to my
help. Praise His name! He took them all
away. They were so many, but he is able
for bad habits, evil desires such as tobacco, card-playing, pool, drink, swearing and
others just as bad.
That was five years ago and it holds
good today. Praise His name.
A brother in Christ,
Archie Burkholder,
1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
TESTIMONY.
Dear reader:
I am glad to report the faithfulness of
the Holy Spirit. I praise God, because nothing fully satisfies but Jesus.
For a while I lived unconcerned and life
was a burden to me, but I am glad this
afternoon 'that since Jesus has become
real to me life is worthwhile, and it is real
satisfaction to me.
This summer, July 18, 1921, I met with
a serious accident while my husband and I
were carrying boiling water to the cellar
to wash; I tripped and fel1, and was
scalded from my hips down, both arms and
hands, and other parts of my body. I was
then taken to the Harrisburg hospital,
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where I received treatment. Doctors had
only given me forty-eight hours time to
live, but while looking to God in faith He
marvously undertook for me. It was then
I really learned to trust Him. At times
I was in such distress and agony that I
scarcely knew what to do, but the Lord left
me see my nothingness. For two weeks
I was entirely helpless; for five weeks I
could not walk. Just at the time of the
accident the thought fcame to- me yoU>
knowl not what a day will bring forth. Do
we appreciate the day's as we should, or
do we really consider what a day means
to us ? One of these days we will all appear before the judgment seat of God giving account of the deeds in the body and
also of how our days were spent while
here on God's earth.
And I praise Him as we go to Him daily
with every little detail in life as well as
larger things He does appreciate it and
undertake for us.
May we: all be willing workers for Him,
and keep an eye single to the glory of God.
Yours for Christ,
Mrs. C. A. Myers,
Grantham, Pa.
A TESTIMONY.
Dear Visitor readers:
Greeting you with 1 Jno. 1:9. If we
confess our sins He is faithful and just to
forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from
all unrighteousness.
I praise my blessed Savior tonight that
I have found this to be true. Oh, I can
never praise Him enough for what He has
done for me. I have felt for some time
that I should write a testimony for the
Visitor. I have learned that it is best to
move as the Lord bids, or we are sure to
lose a blessing. Praise Jesus, I want to do
His bidding, blessing or no blessing. I
have learned to let the Lord choose His time
to pour out His blessings of joy upon me.
Bless God forever.
Six years ago this last summer, thru the
Holy Ghost preaching of Bro. O. B. Ulery
of Springfield, Ohio, and Bro. Wm. McCulloh of Morrison, 111., I decided to forsake the world and live for God. This
plain way was new to me but it was evident that these people had some wonderful power that our popular churches did
not possess. It seemed hard to give up to
Jesus because I had my plans all made
to try and become a great singer. Praise
God for a willingness to pull all of my
stakes and to live for Him. I can say to
the glory of God that I have never been
sorry for making the start when I did. My
only regret is that I did not do it sooner.
For five years I lived in a justified state
sometimes not living as true as I should
have lived. I would sometimes hear a sanctified saint testify about getting blessed
but it all seemed strange to me.
In the summer of 1920 we had tent
meetings at Franklin Corners and also in
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a beautiful grove about a mile and onehalf from Bro. McCulloh's home. Bro. J.
H. Byer of California and Bro. Ed. Engle
of Ohio, were in charge. They were preaching one Sunday morning on Sanctification
and the Baptism of the Spirit. I felt a
lack of power in my life and went to the
altar. The first thing which confronted
me was Africa, I had always shrunk from
the idea of going there as a missionary,
but that was the first thing I had to become willing to do. The altar workers
told me to life up my hands and pray for
the Holy Ghost, but I had to take it by
faith without any demonstration. Bro.
Engle said, "You'll get all the feeling you
can stand some of these times." He was
right for the next Saturday evening during altar serivce, just as an earnest seeker began to grasp Jesus by faith, I saw
a shaft of the most beautiful light come,
stiraight thru the canvas, from heaven,
and praise God for such a shock of Holy
Ghost as thrilled me. Oh, it was wonderful, lasting almost a week and I got wonderfully blessed from time to time ever
since.
I feel so unworthy of it all. Pray for me
that I may stand true. Bleso God forever,
amen.
Guy Van Dyke,
Morrison, 111.
A TESTIMONY.
To the Visitor family:
Greeting in Jesus precious name.
I have been impressed for some time to
testify for the Lord thru tho Visitor and
it is with pleasure I obey, for I know that
we are well repaid for a that we do for
the Lord. The deep desire of my heart
is to do my best for Him. Firs-; I am very
grateful to our heavenly Father for providing a wonderful plan of salvation including every tribe and nation, thru the
gift of His Son, Jesus Christ. Again I
am very thankful for the broad invitation
to whosoever will, for that includes even
me. Praise His name. This Christ has
become my Saviour. Re is indeed precioxis
to my soul, and I have realized for myseif
that "the Lord He is good." Right here I
wish to testify to His wonderful, saving,
sanctifying, keeping and healing power.
The joy of the Lord means more to me
than earthly treasure. I praise His name
for that joy which is "unspeakable and
full of glory."
Since the Lord led me into the experience of sanctification the Bible has become
a new book of light and life as I nave never known it before. The first four chapters that were given to me in my "new
Bible," as I call it, were St. John 14, 15,
16 and 17. A certain writer calls the
Bible a "Blessed Lamp of Light to mortals
given, showing us the way to heaven."
"Blessed Holy Bible, treasures rare,
We would part with thee, no, never;
Taught by thee, our souls we will prepare
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For a home in Heaven forever.
We will love the Bible more and more:
We will read its pages o'er and o'er."
For many years the Lord has never
left us without a promise to stand upon.
No difference what our test or trials would
be. He had a promise to fit our particular need. Where we lived in New Mexico
there were none of our Brethren near. Pastor Beckman of) the N. First M. E. Church
and Pastor Gains of the First Church of
the Nazarene were a great comfort to us,
by coming into our home, reading God's
word and praying with us. For the hand
of affliction was upon our home, preventing some of us from going to the House of
God. I am glad that He gives us opportunities when we have the witness in our
hearts, to testify for Him even tho we
cannot go to church. When I became afflicted both the pastors were on their vacation. As my sickness increased it was
necessary that I receive help.
One morning as the children brot the
Bible for our family worship, I told them
we would read1 the book of James for our
lesson this week. A few days later they
read verses 14 and 15 of the fifth chapter.
This promise became very precious to me
but we knew not what Elders to call for
there were none near, so I became very
homesick for the old home church a t Belle
Springs, Kansas. There are places in that
church that I can find in the darkest night,
without a guide because of God's blessings bestowed upon me there. There are
four spots God has marked for me with
His finger of love. I soon realized that it
was impossible for me to go back to Kansas and was comforted with the thot that
we have the rare privilege of calling upon God in any place, even on these barren
mesas of New Mexico. Immediately I prayed for the Lord to send someone my way if
it was His will. Instead of sending His
servant to comfort me in this barren spot.
He provided a sojurn.
Owing to the heavy hand of affliction, due
to high altitude it became necessary to arrange for an immediate removal to a lower
level. Accordingly, on August 13, 1920, my
husband and nurse, which was my daughter, Mareda, accompanied me to California. My last days in Albuquerque were
very dark hours as it was very hard to
leave my sick daughter and youngest children behind, not knowing whether I should
ever seei them again in this life, but a few
hours before our departure a comforting
voice directed me to Psa. 125:1, 2. Directly applied it would read: "As the mountains are round about Albuquerque, so the
Lord is round about His people from
henceforth and forver." As I beheld the
beautiful mountains surrounding us my
prayer to God was that He would throw
His loving arms of protection round our
children as a mountain, committing them
to the care of God as never before. Herein I found great comfort.
I was placed in my berth on1 the train at
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Albuquerque and upon arrival at Upland
was taken to the home of Bro. J. H. Byer
and very graciously received by his wife
whose kindness was a great help to
me. I was put in bed here and after a
few days the Lord spoke to me saying,
"Now is the time to call for the Elders of
the Church." We sent out a request for
an hour of prayer which was granted by
the brethren and sisters coming to the
home of Bro. Byer and we had a blessed
time of waiting upon the Lord. We also
had prayer for the sick daughter Miss
Rhodesia, left in Albuquerque. The next
day I realized that the bonds of affliction
had been broken. During the same morning the Lord gave me Jas. 1:4 as a comforting promise. I can see now that this
was the very promise I needed; in it is a
deep lesson for me which I cannot express,
for my last nine months have been days
of suffering and lessons of patience. The
Byer home is one we shall never forget.
May God's richest blessings ever rest upon them and their lives prove a blessing to
those who come and go.
Praise the Lord for the family reunion
which took place November 2, 1920, in the
beautiful city of Pasadena. The Lord in
His goodness spared our lives and brot us
together once more, and the deep cry of
our hearts was, "Praise God from whom
all blessings flow."
I am now able to take care of myself and
walk alone which I count a great blessing.
My greatest desire is to sink deeper in
the mind and will of God, that my life may
be poured out in His service, as He poured out His life for me on the Cross of
Calvary.
Yours in Christ,
Mrs. Henry A. Stauffer,
410 S. Cataline Ave.,
Pasadena, Cal.
A TESTIMONY.
Greeting in Jesus precious name:
Many years ago I felt led to write for
the Visitor, but I failed to do so. God has
never failed me so by His grace I will endeavor to give my testimony now. God
has always blessed me in my every endeavor for Him, as I obeyed His leadings.
I was converted early in life. The Lord
gave me no rest until I gave my heart to
Him and then the work began. I had some
little things to make right—they were but
trifles, but they became as mountains to
me. For every confession I received a
blessing from God. Those mountains were
removed as I sacrificed selfishness and
pride. Those things became so sinful to
me that my desire for them vanished. I
want to remain humble and walk in the
light as God sheds it upon my pathway.
I enjoy reading the testimonies in 'the
Visitor. I am almost deprived of my
hearing and do not understand the sery
mons and testimonies unless they are
spoken very loud.

I feel my unworthiness and ask an interest in your prayers for the prayers of
a righteous man availeth much.
Your brother,
E. C. Wingert,
Chambersburg, Pa.

STEP MOTHER.
In society it has become a proverb:
"Cruel as a step-mother." I am disposed, however, to think that, while
there may be marked exceptions,
step-mothers are the most self-sacrificing beings in all the world. They
come into the family scrutinized by
the household and the relatives of
the one who used to occupy the
motherly position. Neighborly busy
bodies meet the children on the street
and sigh over them and ask them how
their new mothers treat them. The
wardrobe of the youngsters comes
under severe inspection of outsiders.
What a job she has in navigating a
whole nursery of somebody else's
children through mumps, measles,
whooping-cough, and chicken-pox!
One of the things that I rejoice over
in life is that it is impossible that I
can ever become a step-mother. In
many cases she has the largest possible toil for the least reward. Blessed be the Lord who setteth the solitary in families that there are glorious exceptions! The new mother
comes to the new home, and the children gather the first day around her
as the natural protector. They never
know the difference' between) the first
and second mother. They seem like
two verses of the same hymn, two
days of the same summer, two
strokes from the same bell, two blessings from the same God. After a
while those children will rise up to
do her honor; and when her work is
done, she will go up to get the large
reward that awaits a faithful, greathearted Christian step-mother in the
land where the neighbors all mind
their own business.—Talmage.
PRAY.
Please pray for Mrs. John Morgan
of Clay Center, Kans., that the Lord
many heal her body. Mrs. Morgan is
a Methodist sister, but is one of our
subscribers. Kindly remember her
in prayer.—Ed.
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ENROUTE TO INDIA.
Pacific Ocean, Dec. 25, 1921
Dear Visitor family.
Enroute to India, somewhere between San Francisco and Honolulu,
in the Great Pacific, we return to you
HAPPY CHRISTMAS GREETINGS.
To those in the Home Land we bid
an affectionate Farewell, extending
to you at the same time our most
grateful thanks for your unstinted
love and aid in behalf of the work
which you have sent us forth to represent in India. To those in the
foreign fields of India and Africa, we
extend dearest Christmas Greetings,
as unto Brethren and Sisters of one
glorious worthy CALLING in Christ
Jesus.
To those on the Alantic enroute for
America from Africa, and to those on
the Indian Ocean enroute for India as
we, we extend the far-reaching hand
of "fellows in the deep,' and we
breathe for you a prayer for safety
and a happy voyage.
It is Christmas day, the day of the
Christ, who brought more with Him
at His birth as a BABE, than the
mightiest and wealthiest could accumulate and leave behind as the result
of a life-time of hightide prosperity.
It is but three days since our eyes
last beheld, forty-two very dear
friends and most precious loved ones
on Pier 46 at San Francisco. As we
looked across to Pier 44 we saw in
memory's eye the vision of a dear
white haired father and grey-haired
mother, who eight years before said
farewell for the last time on eai'th to
their India-bound children.
Though badly fatigued in body and
mind, the Lord has wonderfully undertaken in our behalf, and we are
feeling the quickening? of renewed
energy in our body, and we doubt not
but that God will work well His marvel, in us while we rest in Him. Certainly, human strength seems to be
one of the uncertain vanities of life.
We cannot say we are taking flesh for
our arm. "The Lord is my strength."
The weather on the Pacific at this
time is checkered and varied. However the trip as a whole seems to be
working out for a pleasant one. Our
two children, Leoda and Joseph, are
happy in their new surroundings, and
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ing may close forever your opporLEFT BEHIND.
tunity to save a soul and the cry
CContinued from rage 5.)
everywhere is, "Come and help us."
How many have read the complain- it was her little daughter's hallow'een cap.
ing of Moses when God called Him? She told me it was a covering or in other
(Exodus IV.) How much better it words a prayer-veil. I surely felt cheap. I
would have pleased the Lord if Mos- didn't understand what she meant, but I
let it go. One night she had a cottage
es had answered as Isaiah, "Here prayer meeting in her home and ask me to
am I; send me." But Moses, like so come in her part of the' house toi the meetmany of us after God had proved ing which I did, but Oh! my! such a1 funny
that he wants us, began, " 0 my Lord, set of people, such a funny dressed people,
I am not eloquent, neither heretofore, all dressed plain, no jewelry, their hair
not curled or fixed up, and the ladies all
nor since thou hast spoken unto thy wore those little hideous-looking white caps,
servant: but I am slow of speech, and to my notion. I didn't know what to think
of a slow tongue."
of them. Well, I thought I could stand it
Now we know that if Moses would one meeting anyhow. I thought surely they
very poor people to dress so plain alhave just gone, God would have quali- are
though I hadn't such fancy clothes myself,
fied him to suit Himself. But the but the pride was there. If I could have af'anger of the Lord' was kindled forded it I surely would have had them,
against him1 because he thought he as it was I felt awfully proud. I stood
was not qualified. So Moses did not the meeting pretty good. I didn't pay
attention to what was said for I
prove the blessing God had intended much
was busy watching the people how they
he should be, but took next best and did and all. After the meeting I reaccepted a provided spokesman.
member Sister Boyer asking me if I was
As we see the displeasure of the saved. I didn't know what she meant,
HATH GOD CALLED THEE?
Lord with Moses, and the blessing he but I replied "Well, I belong to church." I
WHERE? lost by making this statement to the was afraid to say I was saved for I didn't
know the meaning of it. The next day
Lord, I believe we will do well if we Sister Becker told me they were Breth"Say not ye there are yet four ask ourselves the question, "Am J ren in Christ. Some time later she ask
months, and then cometh harvest? complaining? Am I not fit to fill my me to go to meeting with her. It was at
behold, I say unto you, lift up your calling as I am?" God is just as able Boyer's house that cold winter. I would
go once in a while for her sake as she
eyes and look on the fields; for they to make it plain what preparation we didn't like to go alone, but never realized
need as He is to call us. So if we are the Spirit was leading me.
are white already to harvest."
With this verse as a foundation, called to labor for Him, let us keep in
Well, I thought I won't stay with
I wish to call the attention of those, the background ind keep the value of
Becker's
for I didn't want her to find
whom God hath called, to the pres- souls in mind ana our ears open to the out onej oflong
the awful sins I had committed
cries for help on every side.
ent need of workers.
but I kept on staying until February 13,
We have numbers of young people,
If we are not fit for the need, let 1918. In the following months I took
and older ones too, who feel that God us take Isaiah's method (Isaiah 6:5.) sick and in a few days I was on a bed of
is called them to fill some place in God can do the work more quickly affliction. I was getting very bad and
thought maybe I would not live long so I
future life, and are taking steps to than we can do it ourselves.
felt my need of prayer and told my husqualify themselves to fill this mission.
Let us trust God to qualify us for band to go out and get a Christian or
And I fear some are so engaged in service and we can say in a few min- Presbyterian preacher. He left, but came
preparing that they have lost sight utes "Here am I; send me," and we'll back later without a minister, so Mrs.
of the present need and of the souls soon be off for the needy places are Becker came up stairs to see me and askthat are perishing NOW. So I ask waiting to be filled and Jesus said, ed me if I would like to have Bro. Boyer
to come over and pray, I said, anyone, I
you to consider the question, "Hath "Lift up your eyes and look on the don't care, so she called him over the teleGod called me? Where?"
fields; for they are white already to phone and on Sunday morning he and his
wife, came over and I will never forget that
If God has called you to spend harvest."
years at school in preparation, I
So let as many as feel the call of morning. They talked to me and Bro.
asked me if I wanted to be anointed.
say, 'Amen.' But I have to wonder God upon them seek to fill some Boyer
I said- I did so he anointed and prayed for
when workers are needed on every needy place and get in the soul-sav- me. I also cried out to the Lord and askhand in the home-land as well as the ing business as soon as possible for ed Him to forgive me and save me which
deep need of the foreign fields, the time is short. Let us consider He did. I also confessed my sins as the
whether God calls so many to spend well the 'where' of our calling. So Lord showed me. I was so ignorant I
know how to pray, but they told
years in preparation.
we can know wherever we are, "God didn't
me, so I was wonderfully saved. I
"Behold I come quickly" are the hath called me 'Here' " "Behold I began to feel better, of course the awful
words Jesus left, and the signs of the come quickly and my reward is with burden of sin being lifted. They came to
see me often.
Yours in His service.
times point to His coming as being me."
at our door and a few years in preparBlake Weaver.
I
grew
worse
and
worse.
I
are abounding in natural energy. As
our faces are turned India-ward we
cannot help but feel a sense of loneliness in the sudden separations from
some of the dearest of earth. Our unworthiness to be recipients of such
showers of blessings but deepens the
sense of loneliness. Yet on the other
hand as our faces are set for the field
we can hear the whispered "Voice of
the Lord upon the face of the waters," saying to us, "The wilderness
and the solitary place shall be glad
for them," and in the CALL-born joy
JOY we can say to the Father,
"Thank You."
In our own hearts we know that
God is wishing us a "Happy New
Year," so in reciprocal joy we can say
to you all "A HAPPY NEW YEAR."
Affectionately your brother and
sister for India's lost,
H. L. Smith and wife.
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had five doctors for consultation, three of
whom were specialists. They went to
their extremes. They said they didn't
know; any more to do. They had no hopes
of my recovery. My family doctor said
nature would have to take its course.
They sent for my father. I even thought
I would die myself, but Bro. Boyer would
come and anoint me and the saints would
pray for me and I prayed almost continually. I was ready to go had the Lord
called me at that time, but the Lord undertook, wonderfully undertook, He heard
and answered prayer. From the third of
April I began to get better. I thank all
the saints for holding on in my behalf. I
prayed many, many times that if the Lord
would only save my life I would serve Him
as long as I lived. I made those vows
truthfully and earnestly.
The
Lord
was not thru with me on earth yet He
wonderfully talked to me and led me up
to the light of the plain way. No one, ever
asked me if I would like* the plain way or
anything about dressing plain, I wanted to
look just like the people I did not like at
first, but loved them later. The Lord talked to me about my jewelry, so I laid it
off although I had never heard anyone
saying anything about it. Then when I
began to walk around I wanted a covering. The saints had been so good to me
and done so much for me and were so
faithful in caring! for me that I had a real
love for all of them and especially Sr.
Becker as she took care of me like a mother
would. I supposed she would turn me
down after she had seen my life, but instead she did for me all she knew how.
So this is how I came in contact with the
Brethren in Christ people.
I could scarcely wait until I was able to
come to the mission to praise and glorify
God for what he had done for me. After a few months had passed I was in
normal health. I went to the Love Feast
at Highland. Everything was new, the
feet-washing and communion. I sat back
and watched them and oh, how heavenlike it looked. The men with beards just
looked like Bible pictures of men. It just
reminded me of Bible times
for
I
had never seen anyone with a dark beard
where I lived or had I ever seen a bonnet
until I came to Dayton. The coverings
all looked so nice, I never knew there were
so many plain people. Thank the Lord, at
the
next
Love
Feast
I
partook
of the good things. I was taken in and
baptized the fourth of July, 1918 at the
Dayton Mission and from that time to this
I have never been discouraged or dissatisfied although trials and tests .come sometimes.
" Satan is busy but I am glad God's
grace is sufficient to carry us thru and
lift us over the many hard places we have
to pass thru. I am glad for the confessions. I had many to make although
young in years, being twenty-one in March,
1920. We can get far out in sin. I am glad
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the Lord saved me and sanctified me when
he did. At the rate I was traveling, if I
had gone until years and years later, I
would have been far advanced in sin.
I thank the Lord up to this time for the
victory He has given me and the peace and
understanding that my sins are all under
the blood. It certainly pays to serve Jesus for I have found it so. There is nothing in this world to live for. Just suppose
we could gain enormous wealth, when
we came to die what would it profit us if
we would not be right in our souls. We
should live every day as though it were
our last as we don't know how soon our
Lord will come or we will be called away.
The Word says when we least expect Him
is when the Son of Man cometh so it pays
us to be ready at all times and with God's
help I expect to always prove faithful and
always be at my post.
Rachael Leffel.

AN OPPORTUNITY.
The Correspondence Department
of the Brethren in Christ Church is
now teaching students in the East
and West and also Canada. A number
of new courses have been added to
those already being taught, and any
person over ten years of age can
master these courses. Join the large
class which is now studying the
Word by correspondence. The new
courses are:
Course No. 1—Life of Christ.
Course No. 2—The Gospels.
Course No. 3—Acts of the Apostles.
Course No. 4—Epistles.
The price charged for these Correspondence Courses is very reasonable. Do not go through the world
without knowing God's Word. Write
for particulars to the director of the
Correspondence Department. Director, A. W. Climenhaga, Grantham,
Pa.
GO THOU AND DO LIKEWISE.
A class of twelve girls, fourteen
years old was without a teacher. The
pastor in his pastoral visitation found
a young lady on whom he felt the
Lord was putting His hand for this
position. After much prayer by both
pastor and prospective teacher, the
young lady agreed to take the class
for one year, but not before the pastor had said: "I find four of those
girls are Christians, but eight are
not, and I shall pray and expect that
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all the class will be converted and
may we hope that this will be realized before the year is up. Before
nine months 'had passed, the last'
girl was brought into the fold.
This teacher was held accountable
for the raw material placed in her
hands and because of this she made
every move tell in producing the finished product. After all, pastors and
superintendents, is not this the most
fruitful kind of an evangelistic
campaign? Why not organize such a
one in your school.—Adapted.
DOES THIS INTEREST YOU?
These are strenuous times and we
have had letters from a good many
that want the paper and have not
been able to renew as yet, and in order
to be perfectly fair with our subscribers and to open the way for everyone
to have one of our beautiful Scripture
Text or Gospel Text Calendars we will
EXTEND the time on our offer for
ONE*"Calendar with every renewal for
only ($.25) twenty-five cents additional to the regular subscription rate
of $1.50.
The actual cost of printing has not
lessened materially and the regular
price of the calendar is $.35, but we
are trying to meet our subscribers
half way in this matter on account of
the present financial condition.
New Subscribers
If you will send $1.50 for a new
subscription for one year with your
renewal we will send you a calendar
free as a token of our appreciation of
your efforts.
Use the following order blank if
you wish.
Evangelical Visitor,
Nappanee, Ind.
Dear Brethren:
Enclosed please find $
for which please renew my subscription for the Visitor and send me a
Text Calendar for 1922.
Name -City
State
Address
Evangelical Visitor Publishing House
Nappanee, Indiana

